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The instrument should be laid aside while
the base is being made, or, if you prefer,
make the base first, so that it will be ready.
Cut a wooden base 3 inches wide, 40 inches
long, about % inch thick. Chisel a groove
lengthwise to fit the tube; and at the bottom
deepen and widen it, so that one-half of the
diameter of the bottle rests below the sur-
face of the board. Brass strips, or leather,
if brass ones are not available, should be
used to secure the tube and bottle to the
base. After the instrument is in place put
enough mercury in the bottle so the depth of
the mercury above the bottom end of the tube
will be about % inch.
Make the scale on a strip of cardboard 2
inches wide. Mark off 6 inches, divide them
into sixteenths, and number from 26 to 32.
The scale should be fastened to the base with
glue or tacks, either beside or behind the
tube, preferably the latter because readings
can be more easily taken. Before fastening
the scale compare the instrument with a
standard barometer and adjust the scale so
that the readings are the same.
Aneroid Barometer. This consists of a
flat, circular metallic box, as illustrated.
Within the box is
a system of wheel
work connected
with a needle, which
passes over a dial,
like the hands of a
watch. One side of
the box is con-
structed of such
light material that//
it bends inward
with the pressure of y
the atmosphere, but
it is sufficiently
elastic to resume its
former position
when this pressure
is removed or to tend to resume this position
as the pressure is lessened. "When the ba-
rometer is completed the air is exhausted
from it and it is then sealed. The motion on
the flexible side caused by the variation of
pressure moves the needle backward and for-
ward over the dial. When carefully con-
structed the aneroid is very accurate and it is
convenient in measuring altitudes, since it
can be carried from place to place with ease
and the changes can be read by noting the
movements of the needle over the dial,
 BAR'ON, the title held by an English
nobleman of the lowest grade. It was
brought into England in 1066 by the Nor-
mans, and was applied to those who received
land grants from the king as a reward for
military service. A distinction was made
between the greater and lesser barons, ac-
cording to the extent of their holdings. In
course of time the land grants became
hereditary and the lesser barons became re-
tainers of the greater barons, who became
dukes or earls. The king now confers the
title baron on men of distinction. A holder
of the title has a seat in the House of Lords
and is addressed as "My Lord" or "Your
Lordship." His wife is addressed as
"Madam" or "Your Ladyship."
A baronet occupies a place of rank between
a baron and knight. He is addressed as
"Sir." Baronets are not members of the
House of Lords.
BAEE, amelia edith huddleston
(1831-1919), an American novelist who won
a reputation for excellent portrayal of
character in stories with a historic back-
ground. Although born in England, she did
all of her writing in America, to which
she emigrated in 1854. The loss of her hus-
band and sons in a Texas yellow-fever
epidemic caused her to turn to literature for
a livelihood, and for several years after 1869
she labored in New York as a hack writer.
Her first notable story, Jan Tedder's Wife,
a tale of the Shetland Islands, was an imme-
diate success, and after its publication in
1885 she produced more than sixty other
books. They include A Border Shepherdess,
A Daughter of Fife} The Lion's Whelp, The
Sow of Orange Ribbon, The House on Cherry
Street and Sheila Vedder. Her autobiog-
raphy, All the Days of My Life, was pub-
lished in 1913. In 1918, when eighty-
seven years old, she published A Paper Capy
a romance of industrial life in England.
BARE, robert (1850-1912), a British
novelist whose stories are enjoyed chiefly
because of their action and spirit. He was
bora in Glasgow, Scotland, but was educated
in Canada. In his novels he has represented
both Canadian life and that of the "States."
Barr wrote for the Detroit Press under the
name of "Luke Sharp" for a period after
1876, and subsequently helped Jerome K.
Jerome found the Idler, in England, His
novels include In the Midst of Alarms (a
story of the Fenian raid in Canada in 1866),

